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Stampede Announces Distribution Agreement with Impact Acoustics
Full line of audio/video connectivity solutions enhances company’s accessory product offerings
BUFFALO, N.Y., September 1, 2006 — Stampede, a leading value-added distributor of presentation and home theater
technology, today announced a distribution agreement with Impact Acoustics, an international manufacturer of high
performance audio/video connectivity solutions.
“This agreement enables us to work with a cable vendor that is dedicated to developing new connectivity solutions that
that can be easily adapted to evolving technology,” said Kevin Kelly, vice president of sales and marketing at Stampede.
“Since Impact Acoustics is both an engineering and value-driven line, they can also deliver the unparalleled performance
required for our dealers who serve residential and commercial markets. This makes them a great addition to Stampede.”
Among the Impact Acoustics products now available through Stampede are RapidRun™ Cables, the first interconnect
system designed to evolve with installations, handle a complete range of signals and eliminate the need for splicing wires
and soldering ends. Winner of the 2006 TechHome® Mark of Excellence, this color coded system consists of two userfriendly main components — a main link (Runner™) and two termination ends in the form of compatible wall plates
(Break-Away Flying Leads and Break-Away Decora™). Available for home theater and PC/video applications, RapidRun
connectors meet the National Electric Code and are available in UL listed PVC, in-wall rated CL2 or Plenum rated CMP.
“High performance audio and video, in both commercial and residential applications, are key markets for our line of
products,” said Joe Cornwall, Business Development Manager for Impact Acoustics. “Stampede is firmly established at
the leading edge of this industry. Delivering the state-of-the-art in display and projection technologies means delivering
state-of-the-art connectivity solutions, too. Stampede is the ideal partner to bring our innovative solutions to this complex,
evolving and exciting market.”
Under the terms of the distribution agreement, Stampede will make available all Impact Acoustics products – over
1200 SKUs in total – to its dealers throughout the United States.
About Impact Acoustics
Impact Acoustics is a division of Lastar, Inc., a leader in the computer connectivity industry since 1984. In 2002 Lastar
created Impact Acoustics in order to deliver its expertise in computer and data connectivity products to the consumer and
commercial communications electronics industry.
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About Stampede
Known for its value-added distribution, Stampede is a leading distributor of presentation equipment including
LCD/DLP projectors and flat panel displays. Stampede provides a compete range of brand name presentation equipment
to a variety of audio/visual, computer, home theater resellers and integrators in the United States, Canada and Latin
America. For more information on Stampede, log onto www.stampedeglobal.com.
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